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                          Review by:
                          Paula Downie
                        

                      

                      
                        Best brush I've ever used!

                        
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                            
                          
                        

                        
                          All I can say is "WOW!!!" What a great foundation brush!!! I usually struggle getting my mineral foundation to buff in and blend so I usually do not use it. Today I took a chance with it and OMG!!! I finally know what it's like to have an airbrushed look!! This brush barely used any of my product, so that in itself is a win/win situation for my wallet. I will absolutely purchase any and all of Keshima brushes in the future.
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                          Review by:
                          Cheeba
                        

                      

                      
                        Brows on Fleek

                        
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                            
                          
                        

                        
                          Can finally sculpt brows the way I want to! I haven't been able to find one of these in stores near me and I don't shop at the beauty stores because I'm not trying to go broke buying some damn brushes. This is great especially for the price.
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                          Review by:
                          DecorSauce
                        

                      

                      
                        This brush is soft and awesome

                        
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                            
                          
                        

                        
                          I bought this after I returned a $30 "It Cosmetics" brush to Ulta because it soaked up all my product instead of depositing it on my face. This one doesn't do that at all, it's wonderful and soft, and a third of the price. I'm going to order another as a back-up for when this is dirty. I am 39 years old and use this for foundations and tinted moisturizers. It also blends perfectly. It doesn't clog product all up in my brush after 1 use because my products go onto my face not into the brush. I am not one of those people who want to wash cosmetic brushes every single day. I can't say enough great things! I bought the large.
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                          Review by:
                          Dolce
                        

                      

                      
                        Really great foundation brush

                        
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                            
                          
                        

                        
                          Really great foundation brush! It's even better than high end sigma foundation brush! Seller sincerely sent e-mail to buyers to ask for feedbacks, really nice business of Keshima. Hoping the seller still keep up the quality and the price! :)
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March is a busy month. Along with serving as the official start of Spring, it’s...
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Valentine’s Day is around the corner which means that many people will be planning their...
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With New Year’s around the corner, it’s the perfect time to begin the year with...
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2022 is coming to a close and that means we have a busy holiday season...
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FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS ABOVE $34.99
Get Free Shipping on all orders over $34.99 or $3.95 flat rate (Continental US Only)
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100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
We are so confident that you will love our products that it is covered by our FULL, 90 Days no questions asked Money Back Guarantee.
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QUESTIONS? WE CAN HELP!
Feel free to contact us with any inquiries you may have.
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            About Keshima

                    Here at Keshima® our goal is to make you, our customer, happy. We are dedicated to bringing high quality products at reasonable prices, and use only carefully chosen, high quality materials for all of our lines.
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                      Subscribe to our mailing list to receive updates on new Keshima products and special offers.
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